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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an item with two work definitions. One work definition
is production priority 1 and named Plan A.
Another work definition is production priority 2 and named Plan
B.
In your cost planning scenario, you have specified the work
definition selection criteria as name and then production
priority, and you have defined the name as Plan B.

How will the application select the work definition?
A. The cost planning scenario will use both work definitions
for the item.
B. The application will use the work definition that is named
Plan B.
C. While you can have more than one work definition for the
same item, the cost scenario has no way to unambiguously select
one of them.
D. The application will generate an error because there are two
work definitions for the same item.
E. The scenario will choose the work definition that is
production priority 1.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company recently added a DR site and is redesigning the
network. Users at the DR site are having issues browsing
websites.
INSTRUCTIONS
Click on each firewall to do the following:
1. Deny cleartext web traffic
2. Ensure secure management protocols are used.
3. Resolve issues at the DR site.
The ruleset order cannot be modified due to outside
constraints.
Hat any time you would like to bring back the initial state of
the simulation, please dick the Reset All button.

Answer:
Explanation:
Check the answer in explanation.
Explanation
In Firewall 1, HTTP inbound Action should be DENY. As shown
below
In Firewall 2, Management Service should be DNS, As shown
below.
In Firewall 3, HTTP Inbound Action should be DENY, as shown
below

NEW QUESTION: 3
A security consultant is analyzing data from a recent
compromise. The following data points are documented
* Access to data on share drives and certain networked hosts

was lost after an employee logged in to an interactive session
as a privileged user.
* The data was unreadable by any known commercial software.
* The issue spread through the enterprise via SMB only when
certain users accessed data.
* Removal instructions were not available from any major
antivirus vendor.
Which of the following types of malware is this example of'?
A. Ransomware
B. Keylogger
C. RAT
D. Backdoor
E. Worm
Answer: C
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